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 Hebei Metal Enterprise Co.,Ltd is a professional company that developing and 
manufacturing Hexagonal wire mesh machine equipment, with powerful 
technical, better production quality and elite team. Our machine realize the 
mechatronics  precision compact, high scientific and technological content, 
attractive appearance, operate convenient. 

 

 Our hexagonal wire mesh machine mainly divided into Normal twisted 
hexagonal wire mesh machine and Reverse twisted wire mesh machine .Could 
produce wire diameter range from 0.4 to 2.0 mm and width 1000 – 2500 mm. 
This series of machine widely used for every technical-net, For fixed building 
walls and insulation, Power plants tie pipe anti-freezing, and the boiler to keep 
warm, protect poultry role and bird aviary, Protect and support the seawall, 
hillsides, road and bridge etc. Our quality Equipment jointed with Chinese Army 
manufacturer 3302 with Germany and Japanese technology. In recent years, our 
product are valued highly abroad and export to U.S.A, Europe and South East 
Asia over 60 countries etc.  
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Opening Wire Dia. range Width 

1/2” 0.38mm-0.70mm 2000mm 

1” 0.40mm-0.80mm 2000mm 

2” 0.40mm-1.0mm 2000mm 

Power 380V  3.0KW 

Twisted No 3 or 5 

Spindle Speed 25 pieces /minute 

Outside Size 5200mmx2500mmx1500mm 

Weight 2500kgs 

Normal Twist Hexagonal Wire Netting Machine  
is designed to produce hexagonal screens with  
galvanized low carbon steel wires. The machines of 
this series are of horizontal design, ensuring smooth 
running and high productivity. 
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Reverse twisted hexagonal wire mesh 
machine is based on the principle of normal 
and reverse twisting, it is unnecessary to 
make the iron wire spring form to work 
consecutively so that the productive 
increased a lot. 

Opening Wire Dia. range Width 

1” 0.52-0.80mm 2000mm 

2” 0.55-1.20mm 2000mm 

3” 0.60-1.50mm 2000mm 

Power 380V  3.0KW 

Twisted No 

Spindle Speed 33 pieces /minute 

Outside Size 5200mmx2300mmx1500mm 

Weight 2500kgs 
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Hebei Metal Enterprise Co.,Ltd 

Tel:0086-66792197 

Fax:0086-66792192 

Email: mt@apmwiremesh.com 

            info@apmwiremesh.com 

            sales@apmwiremesh.com 

Website: www.apmwiremesh.com 

                 www.apmwiremeshmachine.com 

 


